
When doing the Med Reconciliation for Discharge, on the right of the screen, you have the ability to add 
additional orders that can be completed upon discharging a patient.



For example, here I 
have placed an order for 
a bmp into the text box 
to follow up a 
concerning lab value in 
a few days after 
discharge.



You may notice that on the left-hand side of the order, there is a house shape.  This 
means that this is an outpatient order rather than an inpatient one, so they complete 
it after “going home”.  (If you see a syringe or a bed, it’s an inpatient order only.  
Don’t click that one!)  For this patient’s BMP, I selected the highlighted one here.



Once you have selected the 
order, it will add it to the 
additional orders underneath 
your order rec.



Clicking into that order allows you to do lots of fun things. Your can change the order from “normal” to “future” 
and select a particular date you want it completed, OR for the sake of this lesson, you can go to CC results 
section:

You can type any name in here you’d like (your own ideally, or if it’s the last day of your service, your hospitalist 
buddy coming on service… or both!)



Here, I have started typing my name and it appears in the dropdown.  I will select myself, and this will tell Epic 
that I want to be able to follow up with the results upon completion of the test.  You can add multiple names, 
and there’s even a button to add the PCP as well, if you want to make sure they follow something up



To find these results when they’re completed, simply go to your in basket, which can be found by the 
arrows.



Click on the results section and it will 
open up any resulted lab values that 
you have waiting for you so that you 
can review them.


